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1. INTRODUCTION
w xThe Hankel transform is defined by 25
`’f x s H g x s xy J xy g y dy , x g R s 0, ` , 1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Hn n q
0
if the integral converges in some sense absolutely, improper, or mean
.  . w xconvergence , where J x is the Bessel function of the first kind 1 . It isn
w xwell known 25 that if Re n ) y1, then the Hankel transform is an
 .  .automorphism of L R and its inverse on L R has the symmetric2 q 2 q
form
`’g x s H f x s xy J xy f y dy , x g R , Ren ) y1. 2 .  .  .  .  .  .Hn n q
0
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The Hankel transform has been extended to Re n - y1, Re n /
w xy3, y5, . . . , as follows 13, 22
`’f x s H g x s xy J xy g y dy , .  .  .  .  .Hn n , m
0
x g R , 1 y 2m ) Re n ) y2m y 1, m ) 0, 3 .q
 .  .where J x is the truncated or ``cut'' Bessel function of the first kindn , m
k nq2 kmy1 y1 xr2 .  .
J x s J x y , .  . n , m n G n q k q 1 k! .ks0
1 y 2m ) Re n ) y2m y 1, m G 0, 4 .
and the integral is understood in certain sense. The extended Hankel
 .  .transform 3 is a bounded operator on L R and its inverse, also a2 q
 . w xbounded operator on L R , has the symmetric form 13, 252 q
`’g x s H f x s xy J xy f y dy. 5 .  .  .  .  .  .Hn n , m
0
w xIn 11, 21 the range of the Hankel transform in the space L withp
power weight has been described through the range of the fractional
w xintegral operator and the Fourier cosine transform. Zemanian 29 has
constructed a testing function space H , n g R, consisting of smoothn
functions f on R such thatq
kd
n n yny1r2g f s sup x x f x - `, n , k s 0, 1, . . . , .  . .n , k  /x dx0-x-`
6 .
and proved that the Hankel transform is an automorphism on H ifn
n ) y1r2. This testing function space has been generalized in different
w xways in 3]10, 15]19 and the Hankel transform has been studied on these
spaces and on the corresponding spaces of distributions. Functions belong-
ing to these spaces are smooth and satisfying special asymptotic conditions
at both 0 and infinity.
In this paper we describe the range of the Hankel transform on some
spaces of functions. Functions considered in Theorem 1 are not required
to be smooth, and only some integral conditions at infinity are assumed.
The range of the Hankel transform of functions with bounded support
 .which are either square integrable Paley]Wiener Theorem 2 or infinitely
 .differentiable Paley]Wiener]Schwartz Theorem 3 is also characterized.
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Even in the case of infinitely differentiable functions with bounded sup-
w x  .port Theorem 3 is different from 14 . The Hankel 1 and the extended
 . Hankel 3 transforms on some other spaces of functions functions
y1  .analytic in some angle, a space of functions including the space M Lc, g
w x .26, 27 as a special case are also considered.
One of the main tools in the proofs of our theorems is the Plancherel
theorem for the Hankel transform
5 5 5 5H g s g , 7 .2 2n
5 5 5 5where g s g , 1 F p F `, that is valid only when n is a realp L R .p q
w x  .number and n ) y1 25 . For complex n the Plancherel equation 7 is
replaced by the inequality
y1 5 5 5 5 5 5C g F H g F C g , Re n ) y1, 8 .2 2 2n
w .  .where C g 1, ` is a constant independent of g. Inequality 8 also holds
 .for the extended Hankel transform 3 for Re n - y1, Re n / y3, y5, . . .
w x22 .
2. HANKEL TRANSFORM OF RAPID
DECREASING FUNCTIONS
The range of the Hankel transform of rapid decreasing and square
integrable functions is described by the following
n  .  .THEOREM 1. Let y g y g L R for all n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . A function2 q
 .  .f x is the Hankel transform H , Re n G 1r2, of the function g y if and onlyn
if
 .  .i f x is infinitely differentiable on R ;q
 .  2 2  2 . 2 ..n  .ii d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y n f x , n s 0, 1, . . . , belong to
 .L R ;2 q
 .  2 2  2 . 2 ..n  .iii d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y n f x , n s 0, 1, . . . , tend to 0 as x
tends to 0 and to infinity;
 .  . 2 2  2 . 2 ..n  .iv drdx d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y n f x , n s 0, 1, . . . , tend to
0 as x tends to infinity and are bounded at 0.
n  .  .Proof. Necessity. Let y g y belong to L R for all n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,2 q
n  .  .  .then y g y belong to L R for all n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Let f x be the1 q
 .Hankel transform H of g y .n
 . w xi We have 1
n nd njynJ x s 2 y1 J x . 9 .  .  .  .n nynq2 jn  /jdx js0
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Hence,
n n kd knq jyk nyk’xy J xy s y1 2 y1r2 .  .  . .   nyknn  /  /jkdx ks0 js0
x1r2qkyn y1r2qkJ xy . 10 .  .nykq2 j
 .  .  .  .Here a is the Pochhammer symbol defined by a s G a q n rG a .n n
 . w xThe Bessel function of the first kind J y has the asymptotics 1n
2¡ 2 np p 1y4n np p
y2cos yy y q sin yy y qO y , .(  /  /p y 2 4 8 y 2 4~ .J y sn
y ª `¢ Re nO y , y ª 0. .
11 .
n n .w  .x’Consequently, ­ r­ x xy J xy as a function of y has the ordern
 1r2qRe n .  n.O y in the neighborhood of 0 and O y at infinity. Hence,
n n .w  .x  .’­ r­ x xy J xy g y , Re n ) y1, as a function of y belongs ton
 .  .L R for all n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Therefore, f x is infinitely differentiable1 q
on R .q
 .  . w xii Since J x satisfies the differential equation 1n
x 2 uY q xuX q x 2 y n 2 u s 0, 12 .  .
’  .then x J x is a solution of the equationn
1
Y2 2 2x u q x q y n u s 0. 13 . /4
Therefore, we have
n2­ 1 1 n2 2’ ’q y n xy J xy s yy xy J xy . 14 .  .  . . .n n2 2  /4­ x x
Consequently,
n2d 1 1
2q y n f x .2 2  /4dx x
`n 2 n’s y1 xy J xy y g y dy , Re n ) y1. 15 .  .  .  .H n
0
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 . 2 n  .  .Because of the Plancherel inequality 8 and y g y g L R we obtain2 q
w 2 2  2 . 2 .xn  .that d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y n f x , Re n ) y1, n s 0, 1, . . . , belong
 .to L R .2 q
nq1r2 .  .’iii For the kernel xy J xy has the asymptotics x as x ª 0,n
2 n  .  .is uniformly bounded on R if Re n G y1r2, and y g y g L R ,q 1 q
then applying the dominated convergence theorem we have
n2d 1 1
2lim q y n f x .2 2  /4dx xxª0
`n 2 n’s y1 lim xy J xy y g y dy s 0, Re n ) y1r2, .  .  .H n
xª00
16 .
yny1r2w 2 2  2 . 2 .xn  .and moreover, x d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y n f x is bounded at 0
for any n s 0, 1, . . . . Reasoning the same way, for every e ) 0 one can
choose N large enough so that
`
2 n’xy J xy y g y dy - e 17 .  .  .H n
N
 .uniformly with respect to x g R . The Bessel function J y has asymp-q n
 .totics 11 , therefore, the integral
bx’y J y dy , Re n G y1r2, 18 .  .H n
ax
is uniformly bounded for all non-negative a, b, and x. Hence
1b bx’ ’xy J xy dy s y J y dy , Re n G y1r2, 19 .  .  .H Hn nxa ax
tends to 0 uniformly in a, b for 0 F a - b - ` as x ª `. Consequently,
w xapplying the generalized Riemann]Lebesgue theorem 25 we get
N 2 n’lim xy J xy y g y dy s 0, 0 - N - `, Re n G y1r2. 20 .  .  .H n
xª` 0
 .  .Because e can be taken arbitrarily small, from 17 and 20 we have
`




2lim q y n f x s 0, n s 0, 1, . . . , Re n G y1r2. .2 2  /4dx xxª`
22 .
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 . w xiv Using the formula 1
­ 1 y y’ ’xy J xy s J xy q xy J xy y J xy , 23 .  .  .  .  . .(n n ny1 nq1­ x 2 x 2
we have
n2d d 1 1n 2y1 q y n f x .  .2 2  /dx 4dx x
`1
2 n’s xy J xy y g y dy .  .H n2 x 0
`1
2 nq1’q xy J xy y g y dy .  .H ny12 0
`1
2 nq1’y xy J xy y g y dy. 24 .  .  .H nq12 0
 .   .  ..From iii especially from 16 and 21 we see that when Re n G 1r2 the
 .first and the second expressions on the right hand side of 24 as functions
of x tend to 0 at infinity, whereas the third expression tends to 0 both at 0
 .y1r2  .  .1r2  .and infinity. Since xy J xy and xy J xy , Re n G 1r2, aren ny1
uniformly bounded, the first and the second expressions on the right hand
 .side of 24 are uniformly bounded on R and, in particular, at 0. Hence,q
 .w 2 2  2 . 2 .xn  .drdx d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y n f x , Re n G 1r2, tends to 0 at infin-
ity and is bounded at 0.
 .  .Sufficiency. Suppose now that f satisfies condition i ] iv of Theorem 1.
w 2 2  2 . 2 .xn  .  .Then d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y n f x belongs to L R for all n s2 q
 .0, 1, . . . . Let g y be its Hankel transform, that meansn
n2
` d 1 1
2’g y s xy J xy q y n f x dx , .  .  .Hn n 2 2  /4dx x0
Re n G 1r2, n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 25 .
 .where the integral is understood in the L R sense. Putting2 q
n2d 1 1NN 2’g y s xy J xy q y n f x dx , .  .  .Hn n 2 2  /4dx x1rN
n s 0, 1, 2 . . . , 26 .
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N .  .  .we see that g y tends to g y in the L R norm as N ª `.n n 2 q
 .Assuming n G 1 and integrating 26 by parts twice we obtain
xsNny12d d 1 1
N 2’g y s xy J xy q y n f x .  .  .n n 2 2  / 5dx 4dx x
xs1rN
xsNny12­ d 1 1
2’y xy J xy q y n f x .  . .n 2 2  / 5­ x 4dx x
xs1rN
2­ 1 1N 2 ’q q y n xy J xy . .H n2 2  /4­ x x1rN
ny12d 1 1
2= q y n f x dx. 27 .  .2 2  /4dx x
 .  .Using formulas 14 and 23 we get
ny12d d 1 1
N 2’g y s Ny J Ny q y n f N 28 .  .  .  .n n 2 2  /dx 4dx x
ny12y d d 1 1
2y J yrN q y n f 1rN 29 .  .  .( n 2 2  /N dx 4dx x
ny121 y d 1 1
2y J Ny q y n f N 30 .  .  .( n 2 2  /2 N 4dx x
ny121 d 1 1
2’y y Ny J Ny q y n f N 31 .  .  .ny1 2 2  /2 4dx x
ny121 d 1 1
2’q y Ny J Ny q y n f N 32 .  .  .nq1 2 2  /2 4dx x
ny121 d 1 1
2’q Ny J yrN q y n f 1rN 33 .  .  .n 2 2  /2 4dx x
ny121 y d 1 1
2q y J yrN q y n f 1rN 34 .  .  .( ny1 2 2  /2 N 4dx x
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ny121 y d 1 1
2y y J yrN q y n f 1rN 35 .  .  .( nq1 2 2  /2 N 4dx x
ny12d 1 1N2 2’y y xy J xy q y n f x dx. 36 .  .  .H n 2 2  /4dx x1rN
 .  .Here P drdx f N means P drdx f x xsN . .  .
2 2 2 .  .w  .’Since Ny J Ny is uniformly bounded and drdx d rdx q 1rxn
 2 .xny1  .   ..1r 4 y n f N tends to 0 as N ª ` property iv , the expression
 .on the right hand side of 28 tends to 0 as N ª `.
 .  .w 2 2  2 .Using property iv we see that drdx d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y
2 ny1.x  .  .’n f 1rN is bounded, whereas the function yrN J yrN has then
 yny1r2 .  .order O N at infinity. Hence, expression 29 tends to 0 as N ª `.
y1 .  .  .’Similarly, the function 1r2 yrN J Ny has the order O N andn
w 2 2  2 . 2 .xny1  .  .   ..d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y n f N is o 1 property iii , therefore,
 .expression 30 tends to 0 as N ª `.
 .  .  .  .’ ’The functions 1r2 y Ny J Ny and 1r2 y Ny J Ny both areny1 nq1
 . w 2 2  2 . 2 .xny1  .  .o 1 , and the function d rdx q 1rx 1r4 y n f N is also o 1
  ..  .  .property iii , therefore, both expressions 31 and 32 tend to 0 as
N ª `.
 .  .  .  .’ ’The functions 1r2 Ny J yrN , 1r2 y yrN J yrN , andn ny 1
2 2 .  . w’1r2 y yrN J yrN are bounded, whereas the function d rdx qnq1
 2 . 2 .xny1  .  .   ..1rx 1r4 y n f 1rN is o 1 as N ª ` property iii , hence, all
 .  .  .expressions 33 , 34 , and 35 tend to 0 as N ª `.
 . 2  .  .The function 36 converges to yy g y as N ª `, hence, g y sny1 n
2  .  .  2 .n  .yy g y , and therefore, g y s yy g y , n s 0, 1, . . . . But if g isny1 n 0
 .  .the Hankel transform 2 of f , then f is the Hankel transform 1 of g.
 .  .  .Therefore, f x is the Hankel transform of a function g y s g y such0
2 n  .  .that y g y g L R , n s 0, 1, . . . , and Theorem 1 is proved.2 q
COROLLARY 1. The Zemanian space H , Re n G 1r2, can be character-n
 .  .  .ized as the set of functions f x , satisfying conditions i ] iv of Theorem 1
n  .  .and such that x f x g L R , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .2 q
w x  . nq1r2  .Proof. It is shown 5 that f g H if and only if f x s x w x ,n
where w g S , the set of restrictions of Schwartz even functions on R .e¨ en q
w xIt is proved 8 that w g S if and only ife¨ en
n nsup x w x - `, sup x f x - `, n s 0, 1, . . . , 37 .  .  .
xgR xgRq q
where
` yn 2nq1f x s xy J xy w y y dy. 38 .  .  .  .  .H n
0
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Hence, f g H if and only ifn
nyny1r2 nyny1r2sup x f x - `, sup x H f x - `, .  .n
xgR xgRq q
n s 0, 1, . . . . 39 .
 .Because n ) y1r2, from 39 we obtain
x n f x g L R , x nH f x g L R , n s 0, 1, . . . . 40 .  .  .  .  .2 q n 2 q
n  .  .Suppose that x f x g L R , n s 1, 2, . . . , and f satisfies conditions2 q
 .  .  .  .i ] iv of Theorem 1. Conditions i ] iv of Theorem 1 are equivalent to
n  .  .the fact that x H f x g L R , n s 0, 1, . . . . From the proof of Theo-n 2 q
 . yny1r2  .  .rem 1, part iii we see that x H f x is bounded at 0. Since H f x isn n
n  .  .infinitely differentiable and x H f x g L R , n s 0, 1, . . . , the func-n 2 q
n  . nyny1r2  .tion x H f x is bounded at infinity. Consequently, x H f x isn n
uniformly bounded on R . By virtue of the symmetry of the Hankelq
nyny1r2  .  .  .transform, x f x is also bounded on R . Hence, 39 and 40 areq
equivalent. Corollary 1 is proved.
3. HANKEL TRANSFORM OF SQUARE INTEGRABLE
FUNCTIONS WITH BOUNDED SUPPORT
Now we describe the Hankel transforms of square integrable functions
with bounded support.
THEOREM 2 The Paley]Wiener Theorem for the Hankel Transform of
.Square Integrable Functions with Bounded Support . A function f is the
Hankel transform H , Re n G 1r2, of a square integrable function g with an
 .  .bounded support on R if and only if f satisfies conditions i ] iv of Theoremq
1 and moreo¨er,
 .1r 2 nn2d 1 1
2lim q y n f x s s - `, 41 .  .g2 2  /4dx xnª`
2
where
< < 4s s sup y : y g supp g , 42 .g
and the support of a function is the smallest closed set, outside it the function
w x¨anishes almost e¨erywhere 28 .
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 .  .  .Proof. Necessity. Let f x be the Hankel transform of g y g L R ,2 q
and s - `:g
sg’f x s xy J xy g y dy , Re n G 1r2. 43 .  .  .  .H n
0
One can assume that s ) 0, otherwise it is trivial. Since s - `, we haveg g
n  .  .y g y g L R for all n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Therefore, f satisfies conditions2 q
 .  .i ] iv of Theorem 1. Furthermore,
n2
sd 1 1 ng2 2’q y n f x s xy J xy yy g y dy. 44 .  .  .  . .H n2 2  /4dx x 0
 .Consequently, applying the second part of inequality 8 for the Hankel
 .transform 44 we obtain
2n2
sd 1 1 g 22 4 nq y n f x F C y g y dy .  .H2 2  /4dx x 02
sg 24 nF Cs g y dy. 45 .  .Hg
0
Hence,
 .1r 2 nn2d 1 1
2lim sup q y n f x .2 2  /4dx xnª` 2
 .1r 4 nsg 21r4 n.F lim sup C s g y dy s s . 46 .  .Hg g 5
0nª`
On the other hand, since s is the least upper bound of the support of g,g
for every e , 0 - e - s , we haveg
sg 2
g y dy ) 0. 47 .  .H
s yeg
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 .Consequently, using the first part of inequality 8 we obtain
 .1r 2 nn2d 1 1
2lim inf q y n f x .2 2  /4dx xnª`
2
 .1r 4 n
sg 2y1r4 n. 4 nG lim inf C y g y dy .H 5nª` s yeg
 .1r 4 n
sg 2y1r4 n.G s y e lim inf C g y dy s s y e . 48 .  .  .Hg g 5nª` s yeg
 .  .  .Because e can be chosen arbitrarily small, 41 follows from 46 and 48 .
 .  .Sufficiency. Suppose now that f satisfies conditions i ] iv of Theorem
 .1, and the limit in 41 exists and equals s - `. Using Theorem 1 we see
n  .  .that f is the Hankel transform of a function g such that y g y g L R ,2 q
n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . We shall prove that s - `, and moreover, s s s . Fromg g
 .  .Theorem 1 we see that 15 is valid. Therefore, applying inequality 8 to
 .15 we obtain
n2d 1 1




 .1r 2 nn2d 1 1 .1r 2 ny1r2 n. 2 n 2lim C y g y F lim q y n f x .  .2 2 2  /4dx xnª` nª`
2
 .1r 2 n1r2 n. 2 ns s F lim C y g y . 50 .  .2
nª`
Consequently,
 .1r 2 n2 nlim y g y s s . 51 .  .2
nª`
Suppose that s ) s . Then there exists a positive e such thatg
` 2
g y dy ) 0. 52 .  .H
sqe
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We have
 .1r 4 n` .1r 2 n 22 n 4 ns s lim y g y G lim inf y g y dy .  .H2  5nª` nª` sqe
 .1r 4 n` 2G s q e lim inf g y dy s s q e , 53 .  .  .H 5nª` sqe
that is impossible. Hence s F s and therefore, g has a bounded support.g
Suppose now that s - s . Then there exists a positive e such thatg
` 2
g y dy s 0. 54 .  .H
sye
We have
 .1r 4 nsye .1r 2 n 22 n 4 ns s lim y g y F lim sup y g y dy .  .H2  5nª` 0nª`
 .1r 4 nsye 2F s y e lim sup g y dy s s y e , 55 .  .  .H 5
0nª`
that is also impossible. Hence s G s , and therefore, s s s - `. Theo-g g
rem 2 is proved.
Remark 1. From the proof of Theorem 2 it is not difficult to see that if
 .  .  .a function f satisfies conditions i ] iv of Theorem 1, then the limit 41
always exists. It equals infinity, if H f has an unbounded support.n
Remark 2. Theorem 2 can be applied to describe the range of the finite
Hankel transform of square integrable functions.
4. HANKEL TRANSFORM OF INFINITELY
DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS WITH BOUNDED SUPPORT
Let the Erdelyi]Kober fractional integral operator Kn be defined by
w x23
ny12 2
` y y x .
nh x s K g x s yg y dy , Re n ) 0, x g R . .  .  . . H1 1 1G n .x
56 .
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We need the following
LEMMA 1. The restriction of the Erdelyi]Kober fractional integral operator
n  .K 56 on R is a bijection on S and a bijection on its subspace ofq e¨ en
functions with bounded support. Moreo¨er, s s s .h g1 1
w xProof. It is proved 23 that the Weyl fractional integral operator
ny1
` y y x .
n¨ x s I u x s u y dy , x g R , 57 .  .  .  . . Hy G n .x
is a bijection on the space of infinitely differentiable functions which have
 .for x ª ` the same behavior as functions in the Schwartz space S R and
w xa slow growth as x ª y`. It is known 14 that the Weyl fractional
 .integral operator 57 is also a bijection on the space of infinitely differen-
 .tiable functions with bounded support on R . From 57 it is easy to seeq
that s F s . Since the inverse of the Weyl fractional operator has the¨ u
w xform 23
dmm mynu x s y1 I ¨ x .  .  . .ymdx
my ny1m
`d y y x .ms y1 ¨ y dy , m ) Re n , 58 .  .  .Hmdx G m y n .x
one can get the reverse inequality s F s . Hence, s s s . On Ru ¨ u ¨ q
 .  .  2 .  .  2 .formula 57 can be rewritten in the form 56 with 2u y s g y , ¨ x1
 .  .s h x . One can see that u, ¨ g S R if and only if g , h g S and1 1 1 e¨ en
u, ¨ have bounded supports if and only if g , h have bounded supports,1 1
and moreover, s 2 s s , s 2 s s . Hence, if s s s , then s s s andu g ¨ h u u g h1 1 1 1
vice versa. Lemma 1 is proved.
THEOREM 3 The Paley]Wiener]Schwartz Theorem for the Hankel
.Transform of Infinitely Differentiable Functions with Bounded Support .
A function f g H is the Hankel transform H , Re n ) y1r2, of a functionn n
g g H with a bounded support if and only ifn
1rnnd
yny1r2s s lim x f x , 1 F p F `. 59 .  .g ndxnª` p
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 . w xProof. The Bessel function J x has the integral representation 1n
21yn xn 1 ny1r22J x s 1 y t cos xt dt , Re n ) y1r2. .  .Hn ’p G n q 1r2 . 0
60 .
Substituting x by xy and t by try we obtain
1yn n yn y2 x y ny1r22 2J xy s y y t cos xt dt . 61 .  . .Hn ’p G n q 1r2 . 0
 .Consequently, the Hankel transform 1 can be rewritten in the form
1yn nq1r2
` y2 x ny1r21r2yn 2 2f x s y g y y y t cos xt dt dy. .  .  .H H’p G n q 1r2 . 0 0
62 .
nq1r2  .  .Since g g H , then y g y g L R , therefore the double iteratedn 1 q
 .integral 62 converges absolutely. Hence, one can apply the Fubini]Tonelli
 .theorem to interchange the order of integration in 62 to get
1yn nq1r2
` `2 x ny1r22 2 ynq1r2f x s cos xt y y t y g y dy dt. .  . .H H’p G n q 1r2 . 0 t
63 .
yny1r2  .  . yny1r2  .  .Putting y g y s g y and x f x s f x , we have1 1
1yn
` `2 ny1r22 2f x s cos xt y y t yg y dy dt . 64 .  .  . .H H1 1’p G n q 1r2 . 0 t
Therefore, f can be considered as a composition of the Fourier cosine1
transform
`2
f x s cos xt h t dt , 0 F x - `, 65 .  .  .( H1 1p 0
nq1r2  .and the Erdelyi]Kober fractional integral operator K 56 of order
Ãw x  .n q 1r2, multiplied by a constant. From 2 we see that f g S R is the
Fourier transform of an infinitely differentiable function f on R with
bounded support if and only if
1rnnd Ãs s lim f x - `, 1 F p F `. 66 .  .f n  .L Rdxnª` p
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Restricting the Fourier transform only on even functions we see that a
 .function f g S is the Fourier cosine transform 65 of a function1 e¨ en
h g S with bounded support if and only if1 e¨ en
1rnnd
s s lim f x . 67 .  .h 1n1 dxnª` p
On the other hand, the Erdelyi]Kober fractional integral operator Knq1r2
 .56 is a bijection on the space of infinitely differentiable functions with
 .bounded support on R and s s s Lemma 1 . Remarking that ifq h g1 1
 . yny1r2  .g y s y g y then s s s , Theorem 3 follows now from formula1 g g1
 .64 .
w xRemark 3. In 14 the Hankel transform of infinitely differentiable
functions with bounded support has been described through entire func-
tions of exponential type.
5. HANKEL AND EXTENDED HANKEL TRANSFORMS
OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS
Let H a , b, where a - 1r2 - b, 0 - a , b F p , be the space of functionsa, b
 .g z that are
}regular in the angle ya - arg z - b ;
 < <yaye .  < <ybqe .}of the order O z for small z, and O z for large z, for
every positive e , uniformly in any angle interior to the above;
}satisfying the condition
`
nq2 nq1r2y g y dy s 0, 68 .  .H
0
for all non-negative integers n on the interval ar2 y Re nr2 y 3r4, br2
.y Re nr2 y 3r4 , provided there exists one.
 .THEOREM 4. The Hankel transform 1 and the extended Hankel trans-
 . a , b b , aform 3 map the space H one-to-one onto the space H .a, b 1yb, 1ya
a , b  .  .Proof. Let g g H . Then the function g z on R belongs to L Ra, b q 2 q
U  . w xand its Mellin transform g s , defined by 25
`
U sy1g s s x g x dx , Re s s 1r2, 69 .  .  .H
0
is regular for a - Re s - b; and
O ey bye .Im s , Im s ª ` .Ug s s 70 .  .aye .Im s O e , Im s ª y`, .
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w xfor every positive e , uniformly in any strip interior to a - Re s - b 25 .
 .  .Let, furthermore, f x be the Hankel transform 1 or the extended
 .  . U  .  .Hankel transform 3 of g y and f s be its Mellin transform 69 . Since
 .  .g y belongs to L R , the Hankel and extended Hankel transforms in2 q
 . U  .L R are equivalent to the following Parseval equation of f s and2 q
U  .  . w xg s in L 1r2 y i` , 1r2 q i` on the line Re s s 1r2 25, 13 :2
G nr2 q sr2 q 1r4 .
U Usy1r2f s s 2 g 1 y s . 71 .  .  .
G nr2 y sr2 q 3r4 .
 . U  .Because of 68 the function g 1 y s equals 0 at the poles of the gamma
 .function G nr2 q sr2 q 1r4 in the strip 1 y b - Re s - 1 y a, if there
 . U  .exists one. Hence, from 71 one can see that f s is analytic in the strip
sy1r2 1 y b - Re s - 1 y a. Furthermore, since the function 2 G nr2 q
.  .sr2 q 1r4 rG nr2 y sr2 q 3r4 is uniformly bounded on any compact
domain in the strip 1 y b - Re s - 1 y a, containing no poles of the
 .function G nr2 q sr2 q 1r4 , and has at most polynomial growth at
 . U  .infinity, from 70 we see that the function f s also decays exponentially,
O e bye .Im s , Im s ª y` .Uf s s 72 .  .y aye .Im s O e , Im s ª `, .
for every positive e , uniformly in any strip interior to 1 y b - Re s -
 .1 y a. Hence, its inverse Mellin transform f z is regular in the angle
 < < by1ye .yb - arg z - a , and of the order O z for small z, and
 < < ay1qe .O z for large z, uniformly in any angle interior to the above angle
w x U  . 25 . Moreover, f s has zeros at poles of the gamma function G nr2 y
.sr2 q 3r4 in the strip 1 y b - Re s - 1 y a, if there exists one, there-
fore, f g H b , a .1yb, 1ya
b , a  .  .Conversely, let f g H . Then f x belongs to L R and its1yb, 1ya 2 q
U  .Mellin transform f s is analytic in the strip 1 y b - Re s - 1 y a, has
 .zeros at poles of the gamma function G nr2 y sr2 q 3r4 in the strip
 .1 y b - Re s - 1 y a, if there exists one, and satisfies 72 . Therefore, if
U  .  . U  .we express f s in the form 71 , the function g s is analytic in the
 .strip a - Re s - b; and has the exponential decay 70 for every positive
U  .e , uniformly in any strip interior to a - Re s - b. Furthermore, g 1 y s
 .has zeros at poles of the gamma function G nr2 q sr2 q 1r4 in the strip
 .a - Re s - b, hence, formula 68 is valid for all non-negative integers n
 .on the interval ar2 y Re nr2 y 3r4, br2 y Re nr2 y 3r4 , if there ex-
ists one. Therefore, g g H a , b and Theorem 4 is proved.a, b
In particular, the Hankel and the extended Hankel transforms are
bijections on H a , a , a - 1r2, 0 - a F p .a, 1ya
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6. HANKEL AND EXTENDED HANKEL TRANSFORMS IN
SOME OTHER SPACES OF FUNCTIONS
 .  .Let F be any linear symmetric subspace of L R or L R having1 2
 . i t  .  .m t s 2 G nr2 q itr2 q 1r2 rG nr2 y itr2 q 1r2 , Re n /
  .  .y1, y3, . . . , as multiplier symmetric means that if f t g F then f yt
.  .g F . The multiplier m t is infinitely differentiable and uniformly
bounded on R, its derivatives grow slowly, therefore, many classical spaces
on R are special cases of F for example, any L or L space with a1 2
 .bounded weight, the Schwartz space S R , and the space of infinitely
. y1 .differentiable functions with compact support . We define by M F the
space of all functions g on R that can be represented in the formq
`
i ty1r2g x s f t x dt 73 .  .  .H
y`
  .almost everywhere, where f g F if f f L R the integral should be1
 . . y1  . w xunderstood in L R sense . The space M L 26 as well as the space2 c, g
a , a y1 .H are special cases of M F .a, 1ya
 .THEOREM 5. The Hankel transform 1 and the extended Hankel trans-
 . y1 .form 3 are bijections on M F .
 . y1 .Proof. From 73 we see that g g M F if and only if g can be
w xexpressed in the form of the inverse Mellin transform 25
1 1r2qi` U ysg x s g s x ds, 74 .  .  .H2p i 1r2yi`
U  . U  . where g 1r2 q it g F. Let g s belong either to L 1r2 y i` , 1r2 q1
.  .  .i` or L 1r2 y i` , 1r2 q i` , and g x be its inverse Mellin transform. It2
 w x U  .  . w xis proved see 25 for the case g s g L 1r2 y i` , 1r2 q i` and 262
U  .  ..for the case g s g L 1r2 y i` , 1r2 q i` that under these assump-1
tions the Parseval formula for the Hankel transform
`’H g x s xy J xy g y dy .  .  .  .Hn n
0
1 G nr2 q sr2 q 1r4 .1r2qi` Usy1r2 yss 2 g 1 y s x ds, .H2p i G nr2 y sr2 q 3r4 .1r2yi`
Re n ) y1, 75 .
 .holds. The Parseval formula 75 is also valid, if we replace the Bessel
 .  .function J x by the truncated Bessel function J x in casen n , m
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1 y 2m ) Re n ) y2m y 1:
`’H g x s xy J xy g y dy .  .  .  .Hn n , m
0
1 G nr2 q sr2 q 1r4 .1r2qi` Usy1r2 yss 2 g 1 y s x ds. .H2p i G nr2 y sr2 q 3r4 .1r2yi`
76 .
 .  . U  . In fact, it is true if g x g L R , or equivalently, g s g L 1r2 y2 q 2
. U  .  .  .i` , 1r2 q i` . Let now g s g L 1r2 y i` , 1r2 q i` . From 4 we see1
 .  nq2 m. 1 sy1r2  .that J x s O x at 0, therefore, the integral H x J x dxn , m 0 n , m
` sy1r2 my1 .kconverges absolutely if Re s s 1r2. The integral H x  y11 ks0
 .nq2 k  . .xr 2 rG n q k q 1 k! dx also converges absolutely. Applying the
asymp-
 . N sy1r2  .totic formula 11 one can easily see that the integral H x J x dx is1 n
w .  .uniformly bounded for all N g 1, ` and s g 1r2 y i` , 1r2 q i` . Hence,
the integral
N sy1r2x J x dx 77 .  .H n , m
0
w .  .is uniformly bounded for all N g 1, ` and s g 1r2 y i` , 1r2 q i` .
w x  .Consequently, applying the result from 26 we get 76 .
y1 .  . i t  . Because m yt s m t , then 2 G nr2 q itr2 q 1r2 rG nr2 y itr2
.. U  . U  .q 1r2 g 1r2 y it belongs to F if and only if g 1r2 q it belongs to
 .  .  . . F. Hence, from 75 and 76 we obtain that H g x the Hankel orn
. y1 .extended Hankel transform of g belongs to M F if and only if
 . y1 .g x g M F . Theorem 5 is proved.
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